Dremel® Introduces Home Solutions™ Rechargeable Glue Pen
The Home Depot Exclusive Glue Pen Offers USB Charging, approximate 15-Second Heating
and Precision Tip, Transforming Craft and DIY Projects with Ease and Speed
MT. PROSPECT, Ill. – March 19th, 2021
To inspire people to tackle craft and light home improvement projects around the home, Dremel
is introducing the fast-heating, cordless and rechargeable Dremel Home Solutions™ Glue Pen.
Joining the Dremel Flashlight and Electric Screwdriver, the Glue Pen is part of a new line of
easy-to-use and convenient tools, Dremel Home Solutions, which are sold exclusively at The
Home Depot. This tool, ideal for everyday home projects, features an integrated 4V MAX
rechargeable lithium-ion battery and USB port for convenient charging. At 6 5/8-inches long, the
Glue Pen is compact and provides exceptional performance for its size.
The Dremel Home Solutions Glue Pen is ideal for craft projects, decoration, frame
embellishment, costume repair, glue-pen art and minor home repairs. Unlike corded glue guns
that take around five minutes to heat up, the Dremel Glue Pen heats up in approximately 15
seconds with its indicator light letting you know it is ready or when it needs to be charged. It also
has a precision nozzle tip that is ideal for detailed gluing and reducing drips. The unique design
allows you to hold it in a natural, comfortable position easing hand fatigue throughout your
projects.
“A glue gun is always a handy tool to have around the home but the Dremel Home Solutions
Glue Pen will transform your craft with ease and speed," said Michael Landt, director, DIY tools.
"This fast-heating cordless glue pen lets you freely move around your workshop or craft space
without getting tangled in a cord or worrying about hot glue dripping with our innovative nozzle
feature. We know our users are going to love this tool once they’ve tried it.”
Powered by a 4V Lithium-Ion battery that holds a charge in storage for up to 18 months, it is
always ready when you need it, and the USB fast charger makes charging quick and handy.
The Dremel Rechargeable Glue Pen comes complete with the glue pen, four glue stick refills,
power adapter and USB cable.
For more information and high-resolution images, please visit the Dremel electronic press kit at
www.dremelnewsroom.com.The Dremel Rechargeable Glue Pen will be available in March
2021 at The Home Depot stores nationwide for a suggested retail price of $39.97 USD.
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About Dremel
Since inventing the high-speed rotary tool in 1934, the Dremel brand has been helping Makers
with its full line of versatile, easy-to-use tool systems that deliver the perfect solution for almost
any job. From our Dremel rotary tools, Multi-Max™ oscillating tools, Ultra-Saw™ and SawMax™ multi-saws, and the Idea Builder™ 3D printer, Makers have come to know and trust the
brand to complete their projects. Combining compact size, ergonomic design, precision and
versatility with a wide range of highly engineered accessories, Dremel tools are used to
accomplish numerous applications in a variety of materials.

